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Abstract: The genomic research has grown by the advancement of sequencing technologies, which aim to capture the "totality" 
of life diversity by progressing from single strain to species or even higher taxa. Out of this scientific progress and 
inquisitiveness, the term "pangenome" was created. The goal of a pangenome is to represent all of a species genetic variation. It 

divides the genome into core, accessory and unique genes. Since the introduction of pangenomics, many software programs have 
been actively used for pangenome analysis. This review focuses on providing a snapshot of useful tools with their use, execut ion 
and computational details. In addition to tools for pangenome, the components, approaches, mechanism of variation, applications 
and challenges associated with pangenome analysis are also discussed in this article. Here, we have also discussed the increasing 
trend of bacterial pangenome studies with few studies and their significant findings. It has been proved that pangenomics is 
useful for understanding the clade of bacteria that helps in developing strategies for various application based on biological 
similarities and differences. 
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1. Introduction 
 

From the discovery of first sequencing technology till now, many organisms have their complete gene repertoire, creating 
the era of genomics. The breakthrough in sequencing technologies reduces the cost and time for sequencing which leads to the 
flood of genome sequences in the public databases. According to the statistics of the Genome OnLine Database (GOLD), more 
than 470,000 genome sequencing projects are registered from which more than 210,000 are bacterial genomes 
(https://gold.jgi.doe.gov/statistics) as visited on December 2023 [1]. Bacteria are easily sequenced because they are widely 
distributed, easy to isolate and their genomes are small, compact and does not contain repetitive sequences. In addition, bacterial 
genome sequences have vast application in development of vaccines, new therapeutics, identification of antibiotic resistance 
genes, virulence factors and industrially important products [2, 3]. 

Studies on comparative genomics are enhanced by the availability of sequenced genomes. The complete genome of one 
organism is compared against other organisms for better understanding of evolution, gene function, conserved regions, non-
coding genes, genome design, gene regulation, biochemical, metabolic and physicochemical pathways [4]. But comparing 
genome with a single reference genome is found to be inadequate in cataloguing the entire genes of the species. These 
inadequacy can be overcome by sequencing multiple genomes of species that results in the introduction of pangenome concept 
[5].  

Sigaux coined the term "pangenome" in 2000 to create a public database that contains pangenome computation of major 
types of tumor genomes and its transcriptome alterations [6]. Later in 2005, Tettelin and co-workers proposed the concept of a 

pangenome and depicted the pangenome of Streptococcus agalactiae [group B Streptococcus (GBS) [5]. It is the very first 
pangenome, and since then, the idea of a pangenome has gained popularity. Nowadays, there are many examples for bacteria [7-9] 
and other higher organisms including yeast [10], maize [11] and goat [12].  

 A single reference genome is inappropriate for representing the genetic diversity of the species because of different 
structural variants. It has been observed that differences in gene copy number and the presence or absence of specific genes 
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generate changes in genomic content in individuals [13]. Duplications, insertions, and deletions caused by variations in gene copy 
number result in altered gene expression [14]. Numerous other genes' transcription can be impacted by a gene's presence or 
absence. [15]. Any variation in the copy number of gene and presence/absence of gene has been studied for various organisms 
which include both eukaryotes and prokaryotes. It is reported that many genes are evolved due to gene duplication; after which 
they rapidly adapt and exhibit novel functions [16]. When enough mutations accumulate in a gene, the gene may occasionally 

cease to function. Gene conservation is another potential evolutionary result of duplicate genes. Two approaches are used for  
accomplishing this: filtering selection, which prevents duplicates from diverging, or cooperative evolution, in which recurrent 
gene conversion preserves sequence identity within the genome. [17]. 

To capture the full information on variation, the use of single reference genome is not suitable. As the number of sequenced 
genomes is steadily increasing, pangenome has been introduced. It takes the genome in many alternative forms that can make 
sense in different context. The alternative forms of pangenome can be: 

● a consensus genome derived from all individuals of a species 

● a  minimum ‘functional’ genome that is required for the survival 
● a genome of selected individual 
● a maximum genome that comprises every sequence ever reported 

These alternative forms have rapidly widened because of the comprehensive identification of several individual genome 

sequences from specific populations, taxonomic groups, or habitats using modern sequencing technologies [18]. This demands a 
radical shift from the use of a single reference genome towards the use of a "pangenome", which reflects the entirety of the 
genomic material within a given species or phylogenetic group. 
 

2. Computational Pangenomics 
 
Pangenome is an established concept that refers to any combination of genetic sequences that will be combined for analysis 

or used as a reference. In other words, a microbial pangenome is the amalgamation of genes present in all strains (core genome) 
and genes absent from one or more of the strains (accessory or flexible genome). Pangenome analysis provides a scaffold for 
estimating the genomic diversity and estimating the number of additional whole genome sequences that will be required to 
adequately define that diversity [19]. Efficient data structures and algorithms give rise to ‘computational pangenomics’. It has 

offered a simple framework for classifying, storing, and comprehending genetic data. Additionally, it has made it possible for 
sophisticated two-dimensional genome browsers to be developed instead of linear text [20, 21]. 
 

3. Components of Pangenome 
 
In the era of fast sequencing technologies, a plenty of genome sequences are accessible for different isolates of the same 

species which has provided an easy way of investigating several genomic characteristics. It is done by pangenome analysis which 
compares the genome of many species within a single genus, or even distinct strain within a single species. Pangenome 
represents the total number of genes that are present in a specific dataset and are not redundant [22]. It generally consists of three 
components: the core genome, the accessory or dispensable genome, and the species- or strain-specific gene. The core genome is 
made up of genes that are shared by all genomes and are usually involved in essential biological processes. Genes found in a 
small number of isolates make up the accessory or dispensable genome, and species- or strain-specific genes are found only in a 

specific genome [23]. Genes of core genome are present in all species and are important for the survival and growth. They are 
associated with the preservation of life's fundamental elements and are primarily connected to maintenance of cellular 
homeostasis, replication, and translation. A larger core genome and more shared genes are expected to be found in organisms 
with phylogenetically linked genomes. In contrast, diverse organisms show smaller core genome [24]. The genes shared by some 
organisms, or those that are present in some of the investigated organisms, are referred to as the accessory or dispensable 
genome. It has been understood to be alterations or variations in gene sequences that may result in the emergence of novel 
functions. This is accomplished by paraphyletic evolution and horizontal gene transfer, which result from gene duplication and 
mutation [25]. As the name suggests, species specific genes work at the inter species level and are present in a single species, 

whereas strain-specific genes are at intra-species level and are only present in one strain. They are mainly involved in niche 
adaptation and are emerged through horizontal gene transfer. Figure 1 represents all three components of pangenome.  
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Figure 1. Venn diagram representing the components of pangenome 
 

4. Open and Closed Pangenome 
 
Depending on the size of pangenome, a pangenome can be of two types: open or closed. This classification is based on the 

proportionality among gene gain and loss events. When a pangenome is open, the number of genes increases along with the 
number of strains that have been further sequenced. Sympatric species typically have large genomes and an open pangenome 
since they live in communities. They have many ribosomal operons and a high rate of horizontal gene transfer. [26]. In simple 

words, species that can survive in many environments having mixed microbial communities have various methods of genetic 
material exchange and therefore, continually expand their repertoire of genes and have open pangenome. Since Legionella 
pneumophila is intracellular and coexists with other microorganisms within amoeba, it has an open pangenome [27]. 

Allopatric species with restricted access to the global microbial gene pool, such as those that occupy isolated habitats, have 
closed pangenomes. For those species, pangenome cannot increase with the increase in sequenced strains. Their pangenome is 
covered even by small number of sequenced strains. Bacillus anthracis and Yersinia pestis are soil-dwelling organisms with 
closed pangenomes that exhibit an allopatric way of lifestyle. B. anthracis divides in its host and exists in the soil as a dormant 
sporulated form. It has very few possiblity to exchange genes, hence it is having closed pangenome [28]. Figure 2 shows the 

subgroups of open and closed pangenome through a venn diagram. 
 

 
Figure 2. Venn Diagram representing an open and closed pangenome. 

 

5. Mechanism of Pangenome Variation 
 
One of the important part of pangenome studies is to identify the different sources of new genes. A bacteria's accessory 

genome's diversity and variability relies on the nature and frequency of horizontal gene transfer (HGT). In addition to HGT, a 
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substantial portion of novel genes also emerge from DNA duplication, followed by sequence divergence [29]. Modes of HGT 
include transformation, transduction and conjugation.  In transformation, the exogenous DNA is being uptaken and integrated 
from the environment. Plasmid transmission has long been known to result in the transfer of antibiotic resistance among clinical 
isolates, and many bacterial species are naturally capable of incorporating DNA from the environment.  The second mode of 
HGT is conjugation, in which DNA is directly transferred through a pilus between two bacterial cells, which mainly involves 

transposons and plasmids. The third route of HGT is transduction and is considered to be a major cause of HGT and is 
fundamental for gene innovation [30]. In transduction, bacterial DNA is transferred by the virus, by enclosement in bacteriophage 
capsids and enters a new host cell. It is especially involved in transferring virulence factors and invasion-related functions [31]. 
Bacteria differ in using each of these processes for HGT among their populations and in their mechanisms for DNA uptake.  

Finally, it has been demonstrated that bacterial phenotypes can get altered as a result of both gene expansions and deletions. 
Studies have demonstrated that when specific genes are knocked off in E. coli, additional mechanisms which aid the bacteria's 
virulence are activated. And when the gene is restored by experimental insertion, the bacteria show non virulent phenotype. Thus, 
it can be concluded that the different traits of strains within a population should be considered the outcome of novel 

functionalities coded by additional genes, as well as the result of a regulatory network that can be changed by a smaller gene set 
and by different gene interactions. [32]. 

 

6. Approaches for Pangenome Studies 
 

6.1. Network reconstruction and flux balance analysis 
 

Genome-scale network reconstructions provide a possibility for computing species phenotypic characteristics. A high-
quality reconstruction can be used to map information from a reference strain to other strains of the target organism. In network 
reconstruction, information from annotated genes are encoded to their biological products and their interactions. Numerous 
biological functions, including replication, repair, control of transcription and translation, expression, and metabolism, are subject 
to these reconstructions. It is made up of all known metabolic genes, the proteins they encode, and the reactions they catalyse. 
The data required for the network reconstructions is synthesized by using various accumulations of primary literature, organism-
specific databases and high-throughput data. They are auto - updated based on the latest research via technology advancement 
[33].  

Biological processes organized in network are assembled into pathways, pathways into individual system and finally into 
genome-scale networks. This represents biological processes at multiple levels. Metabolic reconstructions are more informative 
when they are transformed into a mathematical representation using computational interrogation. This mathematical model can 
then be used for flux balance analysis to predict organism phenotype [34]. It anticipates a wide range of phenotypes, including 
metabolite secretions, the impact of gene knockouts, and the ability to grow on various substrates. Using this approach, 
phenotype of variety of sequenced strains within a species can now be calculated with much more ease. 

 

6.2 Multiple strain sequencing 
 
One of the method for prokaryotic pangenome studies is to sequence many strains of a particular species. After sequencing, 

the variability of phenotypes at the genetic level is identified using comparative genomics integrated with genome-scale 
modeling. This technique is useful to understand strain-specific metabolic diversity and to know the evolutionary trajectories of a 

bacterial species. In this method, life style diversity can be predicted by auxotrophic study [35]. Multiple strain approach was 
used to determine functional differences and common metabolic capabilities between different strains of E. coli species. They 
have expanded their research to include 1122 E. coli strains and found that variations in gene products result from substantial 
genetic differences between species. [36].  

Numerous studies on various organisms were done, the first study being on E. coli. In 2016, Fouts et al. applied this multi-
strain sequencing approach on Leptospira to demonstrate that the pathogenic species only possess the capacity to produce 
vitamin B12.  This may be because the body produces vitamin B12 in a human host, giving them a survival advantage [37]. In 
addition, this approach is applied to many species of bacteria as Salmonella serovars [38], Staphylococcus aureus [39] and many 

more.  
 

6.3 Hybridization based techniques 
 
Numerous studies on the genomic level of bacteria reveal how these organisms evolved under various ecological conditions 

and how they adapted to specialised niches. One of the powerful approach to study these processes is microarray. In microaaray, 
a chip is prepared by spotting ORFs of the representative species sequence that serve as a probe. This chip can be used to identify 
a strain with an unknown gene composition or for polymorphisms, where variations in the ratio of fluorescence emitted can be 
used to identify gene deletions and insertions. [40]. By using this hybridization technique, it is possible to compare strains within 
the same or related species or identify genetic differences even between different bacterial species. [41]. 

However, this technology has one adverse limitation that sequences are always determined in relation to the reference 
genome, whether they are present or not.  As a result, unique genes on the strains that were studied cannot be found.  Suppression 

subtractive hybridization (SSH) provides an effective solution to this issue. In SSH, two closely related DNA are distinguished 
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based on PCR technology. DNA from test strain is hybridized with control (reference) strain; the sequences which are hybridized 
are removed. The remaining DNA contains unique genes of test strain, which are then cloned and/or sequenced. This method is 
applied to plant pathogen Serratia marcescens [42].  

 
7. Impact of SI and CG Thresholds in Pangenome Analysis 

 
In pangenomics, the two parameters SI (sequence identity) and CG (cytosine guanine) thresholds are very important 

parameters that affects pangenome analysis results. SI is used to define homology; for example, two genes are considered 
homologous if they share at least 90% of their sequences. If we change this threshold, then the size of the core genes would also 
change. Several alignment threshold values are employed for analysis in pangenome investigations. For instance, Tettelin used 
the 50/50 rule to identify conserved genes and/or proteins in various species' genomes if the sequences shared at least 50% of the 
total length of the gene or protein, whereas Hiller et al.[43] used a more stringent threshold of 70% sequence identity/sequence 
length. 

Similarly, the CG threshold of 100% indicates that CGs must be present in 100% of genomes, and a CG threshold of 90% 
indicates that CGs must be present in more than 90% of genomes. Different CG thresholds were compared utilizing Roary, 
BPGA, and Anvi'tools at 100%, 99%, 98%, 95%, 92%, and 90% in a study conducted by Li and Yin in 2022 [44]. Likewise, 
Roary alone was used to evaluate various SI thresholds at 95%, 90%, 85%, and 80%. They came to the conclusion that in order to 
reduce core genome loss and enhance gene functional enrichment analysis, a lower CG criterion (99% or 95%) should be applied. 

 

8. Tools and Software Used in Pangenome Analysis 
 
 Prokaryotic Genome Analysis Tool (PGAT): PGAT is a web-based database software for comparative analysis of closely 

related bacterial genomes.  It analyzes the gene content and sequences of several microbial genomes. Its novel algorithm is 
being used for analysis of pangenome and synteny, comparison of genes in metabolic pathways, identification of genes in a 
dataset, comparison of SNPs (single-nucleotide polymorphism) in orthologous genes and improvement of functional 

annotation. Based on these ortholog mappings, an online interface makes it easier to search for and analyse the genetic 
similarities and differences across the various bacterial strains [45]. 

 
 Integrated Toolkit for Exploration of Microbial Pangenomes (ITEP): It is a collection of Python and BASH 

programmes that interacts with a SQLite database. It contains a large number of existing programs for sequence alignment, 
metabolic analysis, clustering analysis and protein prediction to assemble and interpret genomic content across related 
genomes. Numerous features are available through ITEP, including cross-genome analysis integration, determining core 
and variable genes, de novo protein family prediction, evaluation of functional domains, gene region identification, 

sequence alignments and tree generation, annotation curation, and metabolic networks for the study of their evolution. [46]. 
 
 EDGAR (Efficient Database Framework for Comparative Genome Analyses Using BLAST Score Ratios): It uses 

high throughput approach to automatically perform genome comparisons. It also provides precomputed database of various 
pangenome and visualization tools like Venn diagrams or synteny plots. Data from the NCBI genomes database were used 
in the initial release of EDGAR in 2009, which includes a comparative examination of 582 genomes from 75 genus groups 
[47]. The EDGAR platform has undergone continual development and advancement. In EDGAR 2.0, the total number of 
projects that are accessible to the public has grown to 167 genera and 2160 genomes with phylogenetic and taxonomic 

analysis [48]. Now soon EDGAR 3.0 will be available.  
 
 ClustAGE: The BLAST technique is used to analyse the accessory genomes of a group of bacterial isolates. A set of 

nucleotide sequences (AGEs) of accessory genomic elements is grouped in order to estimate the minimum set of AGEs in 
the population as well as the distribution of each AGE among the genomes. It efficiently aids in understanding the role that 
accessory genomes play in a species' evolution, adaptability, and pathogenesis. [49]. 

 
 GET_HOMOLOGUES: It was created in Perl and R to analyse bacterial strains' comparative genomes and pangenomes. 

It can use OrthoMCL, bidirectional best-hit clustering, COGtriangles, or other clustering algorithms to organise 

homologous gene families. It is a fully automatic analysis pipeline that is highly customizable. This program uses BLAST+ 
and HMMER tool to build groups of orthologous genes. After this, sequences, intergenes and its features are extracted, 
indexed and sorted [50]. 

 
 Micropan: It is written in R and its package is mainly for the study of prokaryotic pangenomes with a number of functions. 

It is openly accessible from The Comprehensive R Archive Network (CRAN). R is used as the working environment for the 
implementation of several options of pangenome models, statistical analysis and graphics. However, it transfers complex 
calculations to external software e.g., HMMER3. A data set for the gram-positive bacterium Enterococcus faecalis has been 

benchmarked. [51].  
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 PanCake: It is exclusively based on sequence data and pairwise alignments. It has a command line interface that has sub-
commands to add sequences, group sequences (i.e. genomes), annotate the results of pairwise alignments computed by 
BLAST or nucmer, identify the core regions, and singleton regions and retrieve chromosome sequences. Benchmarking of 
the tool has been performed on three genera, namely Yersinia, Burkholderia and Pseudomonas[52]. 

 

 Pangenome Analysis Pipeline (PGAP and PGAP-X): In 2012, PGAP was developed in Perl language that works on the 
Linux platform. One of the exciting features of PGAP is that by using only one command, it executes five analytical tasks.. 
These include analysis of clusters, their functions enrichment, pangenome profiles, genetic variation of functional genes, 
and species evolution [53]. 
A PGAP-X extension has been created in order to interpret and illustrate the results in an effective manner. Its 
benchmarking has been done on datasets of Chlamydia trachomatis and S. pneumoniae[54]. 

 
 PanFunPro: PanFunPro is PAN-genome Analysis Based on FUNctional PROfiles. It uses the functional domain 

information to classify homologous proteins into families by combining domains from three different Hidden Markov 
Models (HMM) collections. Additionally, it calculates the pan/core genome and analyses the GO data. The four steps of 
PanFunPro [55] are : 
● Step 1 –Selection of genome 
● Step 2 –Prediction of functional domains 

● Step 3 – Protein groupings and construction of functional profiles  
● Step 4: Analysis of pan, core and accessory genomes  

 
 SplitMEM: It directly plots the compressed de Bruijn graph against the total number of genomes of interest in terms of 

time and space. It generates compressed de Bruijn pangenome graphs and refers suffix trees (for the genomes). Nodes in a 
graph represent conserved or strain-specific pangenome sequences.  Its benchmarking reveals the core-genome properties 
that has been demonstrated on 62 strains of E. coli  and 9 strains of Bacillus anthracis datasets [56].  

 
 Panakeia:  It is a novel tool based on Python for Pangenome analysis and visualization. It uses clustering approach to 

cluster the proteins and using their paralogs and synteny information, it generates the pangenome graph. It works closely 
with Pantagruel pipeline that provides the phylogenetic and evolutionary information. This combination advances our 

knowledge of the structure, adaptation, and evolution of microbial genomes. This pipeline reduces the manual work as it 
extracts and highlights the important features of the genome without finding them in long lists, tables and huge graphs [57]. 

 
 BPGA: BPGA (Bacterial Pan Genome Analysis tool) is written in Perl and can be executed in both windows and linux. It 

performs Pangenome analysis in stepwise fashion from clustering of input sequences followed by matrix generation and 
running seven function modules (analysis of pangenome profile, phylogeny creation, analysis of function and pathway,  
pangenome statistics, atypical GC content analysis, subset analysis and exclusive absent gene analysis). BPGA is integrated 
with various clustering method (USEARCH, CD-HIT and OrthoMCL), minimum running prerequisites, user friendly 

command line and high quality output [58]. 
 
 PATO: PATO (Pangenome Analysis Toolkit) has been developed as R package for large data analysis. It handles many 

types of file formats and provides 20-30X faster results with accuracy. In addition to Pangenome, it also identifies and 
visualizes core genome and accessory genome. PATO uses MMSeqs2, MASH and Minimap2 for core functions, VFDB for 
pathogenecity, and Resfinder for antibiotic resistance. It also uses Refseq database for representative and reference bacterial 
genomes. Its functions are divided into quality control, main functions, analysis and visualization [59]. 

 
 PANPROVA:  PANgenomic PROkaryotic eVolution of full Assemblies is a benchmark tool that simulates the prokaryotes 

Pangenome evolution. Its primary component was created in C++, and its secondary procedures were created using Python 
and Bash scripts. For analysis, full genomic sequences are taken as input and sequences are evolved considering sequence 
alteration, gene variations and horizontal acquisition of genes. Its output generates the set of isolates which can be used for 
an artificial fragmentation.  It also provides parental relationships and association between their genes [60]. 

 
 Roary: Roary is implemented in Perl Language. Using Roary, pangenome can be constructed for thousands of prokaryotic 

samples using desktop in short time without compromising results. To reduce the protein sequences, coding regions are 
removed from input sequences and iteratively pre-clustered with CD-HIT. It is followed by the ‘All against All’ 

comparison using BLAST and then sequences are clustered using MCL. Results from pre-clustering CD-HIT and MCL are 
merged and final graph is plotted as output providing context for each gene [61].  

 
 BGDMdocker: BGDMdocker (Bacterial Genome Data Mining docker) uses docker technology for pangenome analysis, 

genome annotation, gene clusters mining, and visualization of results. It has three integrated toolkits: Prokka, panX, and 
antiSMASH.  Docker has three core structural components: Image, Container, and Repository. Its benchmarking was done 
on 44 Bacillus amyloliquefaciens strains [62].  
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 DeNoGAP: De-Novo Genome Analysis Pipeline (DeNoGAP) integrates many tools and databases for pangenome analysis, 
gene prediction, ortholog prediction, homolog protein family assignment, chimera prediction and functional annotation. It is  
developed using Perl, BioPerl and SQLite. Using this pipeline, both complete and draft genomes with minimal 
computational requirement can be analysed using iteratively refined hidden Markov models clustering strategy [63]. 

 

 Harvest:  Harvest is suitable for alignment of large number of genome. It integrates three modules Parsnp (for core genome 
alignment), Gingr tools (for output visualization) and HarvestTools (meta-analysis) of genome. Using these tools together 
allows for the generation of phylogenetic trees, variant calls, and recombination detection. Three simulated datasets of 
Escherichia coli and three actual datasets of Peptoclostridium difficile, Streptococcus pneumoniae, and Mycobacterium 
tuberculosis were used to assess its performance. [64]. 

 
 NGSPanPipe: It can directly identify pangenome from short sequence reads. It takes input in FastQ format, merge them 

and generates contigs to cover the maximum genome. Afterwards, a matrix is created depicting the presence and absence of 

gene with respect to reference genome. Other pangenomics tools can use this resulting matrix as input. Benchmarking has 
been done on simulated reads of Mycobacterium tuberculosis [65]. 

 

 

 PanACEA: PanACEA (Pan-genome Atlas with Chromosome Explorer and Analyzer) is an open source Perl program that 
can be used to visualize the pangenome data generated from other clustering tools. This interactive visualisation tool can 
also show annotation elements like gene ontology and antibiotic resistance. It is a user friendly, platform independent, 
interoperatable across pangenome software and gives both high-level and detailed views of the data [66].  

 
 PanACoTA:  PanACoTA  (PANgenome with Annotations, Core identification, Tree and corresponding Alignments) 

focuses on modular method to download the genomes of a species,  building a database with redundancy controls, then 
annotate them and construct their pangenome with alignments and phylogenetic tree. All these steps can be carried out 

either simultaneously or individually and several times to focus on the parameters of interest. It is developed in Python. It is 
illustrated with two data sets of K. pneumoniae genomes. It is rapid, accurate and portable software that can be evolved in 
future [67]. 

 
 PANINI: Panini (Pangenome Neighbour Identification for Bacterial Populations) is a web browser for online visualization 

of core and accessory genome components. To determine the neighbor of each isolate in the data set, it employs machine 
learning with stochastic neighbour embedding, which is based on the t-SNE (t-distributed stochastic neighbour embedding) 
technique. Its working is demonstrated using many single- and multi-clone pneumococcal populations [68]. 

 

 PanOCT: PanOCT (Pangenome Ortholog Clustering Tool) is used when homology based clustering method cannot be used, 
i.e., PanOCT analyzes pangenome of closely related prokaryotic species or strains. It is written in Perl. In contrast to 
conventional graph-based ortholog tools, it precisely places proteins into orthologous clusters by combining homology and 
micro synteny or conserved gene neighbourhood (CGN) [69]. 

 
 Panseq: It is freely available online program written in Perl.  It is used for quick identification of pangenome and accessory 

genome with its component. For local sequence comparisons, it employs the BLASTn method; for full genome comparisons, it 
uses the MUMmer alignment algorithm. Based on user defined parameters, it quickly identifies SNP’s, unique region in 

genome, constructs file for phylogeny program and produce graphical view of the output [70]. 
 
 PanTetris : Its standard coordinate-based arrangement allows for the visual inspection of gene occurrences in a pangenome 

table, representing several genomes. Its aggregation technique is inspired by the Tetris game with the option of editing and 
changing the pangenome groups. Its benchmarking has been done on 32 Staphylococcus aureus genomes. For computation, it 
uses progressive MAUVE algorithm [71].  

 
 Spine and AGEnt: Spine is used to identify the core genome from group of genomic sequences. Afterwards, accessory 

genome is obtained using AGEnt, it computationally subtracts previously obtained core genome sequences from complete 
genome sequence. The program requires two inputs: a core genome sequence and the sequence of a query genome. To align 
sequences, both the programs use nucmer. However the selection of reference sequence for comparison alters the results. 
Spine also allows to include the incomplete or draft genome. The tool was benchmarked with the twelve genome sequences 
of Pseudomonas aeruginosa [72]. 

 
 Pyseer : It is the python reimplementation of SEER (Sequence Element Enrichment Analysis). It uses linear model with K-

mers of variable length as input and a particular phenotype is evaluated. It produces output in VCF or Rtab files that can be 

used in other tools also. As compared to SEER, new algorithms and tools are also introduced in the pyseer to help in 
processing of output, example; use of machine learning to predict traits in sequences. [73]. 
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 Seq-pan-seq:It aligns the whole genome and provides the pangenome data structure. It allows user to update the genome 
by addition or deletion of sequences from set of aligned genomes. It uses progressive Mauve for alignment of whole 
genome and its results are optimized throughout the whole sequential process and results are arranged in linear 
representation. The resultant sequence can be used as reference genome for further analysis such as variant detection and 
read mapping. [74]. 

 

 
 Ptolemy: It compares full genome assemblies using a top-down method. It is capable of managing both dynamic and 

conserved genomic elements. The genome is represented as quivers, or labeled multi-directed graphs, which combine to 

form a single quiver. Afterwards using synteny analysis, gene anchors are identified that make canonical quivers. This 
canonical quivers are alignment of all genomes encoding structural variations. It is tested on different datasets of 
Mycobacterium, Escherichia, Saccharomyces and Shigella species [75]. 

 
 PPanGGOLiN: It uses a statistical approach and graphical model to construct the pangenome. This uses a Markov 

Random Field in conjunction with a multivariate Bernoulli Mixture Model-based Expectation-Maximization algorithm to 
partition the graph's nodes. The graph's edges depict the genomic neighborhood, while the node symbolizes the gene 
family. Based on the presence or lack of genes, the gene families are categorized into persistent, cloud, and one or more 

shell partitions. Genomes from 439 species and 78 species' metagenome-assembled genomes are used to illustrate the 
method. [76]. 
 

There are two types of computational pangenome analysis tools: online which are accessible though their websites and 
computer software that needs to be downloaded and installed. Although user-friendly, online platforms might only support a 
limited number of genomes, whereas large dataset analysis may demand powerful computers and informatics expertise to install 
the software. All the tools and databases available for pangenome analysis are provided in Table 1. 

 

Table 1. Various tools and databases available for pangenomic analysis 

 

Tools/Databases Offline or Online Website Reference 

PGAT Online http://tools.uwgenomics.org/pgat/ [45] 

ITEP Offline https://price.systemsbiology.net/itep [46] 

EDGAR  Offline https://edgar.computational.bio.uni-giessen.de/ [47, 48] 

ClustAGE Offline https://clustage.sourceforge.io [49] 

GET_HOMOLOGUES Offline http://www.eead.csic.es/compbio/soft/gethoms.p
hp 
http://maya.ccg.unam.mx/soft/gethoms.php 

[50] 

Micropan Offline The Comprehensive R Archive Network 
(CRAN) 

[51] 

PanCake Offline https://bitbucket.org/CorinnaErnst/pancake [52] 

PGAP and PGAP-X Offline http://pgap.sf.net 
http://pgapx.ybzhao.com 

[53, 54] 

PanFunPro Offline https://zenodo.org/record [55] 

SplitMEM Offline http://splitmem.sourceforge.net [56] 

Panakeia Offline https://github.com/BioSina/Panakeia [57] 

BPGA Offline https://iicb.res.in/bpga/ [58] 

PATO  Offline https://github.com/irycisBioinfo/PATO [59] 

PANPROVA Offline https://github.com/InfOmics/PANPROVA [60] 

Roary Online and offline 
both 

http://sanger-pathogens.github.io/Roary [61] 

BGDMdocker Offline https://github.com/cgwyx/debian_prokka_panx_
antismash_biodocker 

[62] 

DeNoGAP Offline https://sourceforge.net/projects/denogap/ [63] 

Harvest Offline http://github.com/marbl/harvest [64] 

NGSPanPipe Offline https://github.com/Biomedinformatics/NGSPanP
ipe 

[65] 

PanACEA Offline https://github.com/JCVenterInstitute/PanACEA/ [66] 

PanACoTA Offline https://github.com/gem-pasteur/PanACoTA [67] 

PANINI Online and offline 
both 

http://panini.pathogen.watch [68] 

PanOCT Offline http://panoct.sourceforge.net/ [69] 

http://panini.pathogen.watch/
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Panseq Online http://76.70.11.198/panseq [70] 

PanTetris Online http://bit.ly/1vVxYZT [71] 

Spine and AGEnt   [72] 

Pyseer Offline https://github.com/mgalardini/pyseer [73] 

Seq-pan-seq Offline https://gitlab.com/rki_bioinformatics [74] 

Ptolemy Offline https://github.com/AbeelLab/ptolemy [75] 

PPanGGOLiN Offline https://github.com/labgem/PPanGGOLiN [76] 

 
9. Applications of Pangenome 

 

9.1. Evolutionary studies 
 
Pangenomics is a promising method for evolutionary studies because of widespread coverage of genome for a specific 

species. Genes of a species undergo many variations by virtue of evolutionary forces. Pangenome provides the aggregated picture 
of all the genetic variations of all the strains of species. It provides the evolutionary signature of species in the form of SNP 
(single nucleotide polymorphism) and gene content. The obtained evolutionary signature is useful for evolutionary studies and 
determining the phylogenetic relationships among different strains of species. Pangenome study for pathogenic bacteria reveals 
the genetic variation associated to their distinct pathophysiology and eventual emergence of antibiotic resistance [77, 78]. This 
will further help in detection and treatment of the pathogen associated infection. Similarly, pangenome of industrially important 

bacterium helps to understand the evolution of gene responsible for the production. By understanding the evolution of gene in 
species, industrial productivity can be increased by further variations in gene [79]. On expanding the pangenome study across 
many species and genera with the help of better data structure, tools and novel method would help in strengthening our 
evolutionary studies. 

 

9.2. Developing novel therapeutics 
 
To combat resistant pathogens, the development of novel treatments is urgently needed. The drug target for this therapeutics 

can be an essential gene or any virulence factor.  However, the genes that are taken as essential or virulent for one strain of 
species can be essential and required for infection in other strain in genetic context. Therefore, the genetic variability provided by 
pangenomics should be considered while developing the new therapeutics at species level. In 2020, Dar et al., identified the drug 
target for Mycobacterium tuberculosis after pangenome analysis. They took core genes from pangenomic analysis and found 

essential genes from them to identify drug target [80]. 
 

9.3. Probiotics characterization 
 

Probiotics are live bacteria that, when ingested by humans, provide positive health effects. It manifests itself in numerous 
illnesses, including gastrointestinal sickness. [81], dermatitis [82], cancer [83], diabetes [84], obesity [85] and many others. Many 
microbial strains of the Lactobacillus, Leuconostoc, Streptococcus, Bifidobacterium, Bacillus, Enterococcus, Pediococcus, 
Escherichia coli and Saccharomyces genera have been reported to be used as probiotics [86]. Pangenomics has allowed to study 
and characterize the properties of these organisms, and provides the new ways for better understanding of their genome. It 
provides the presence or absence of some features related with the Probiotics. For example, high acid and bile salts tolerance, 
antibiotic activity, cell adhesion property and modulating the immune system [87]. This information can be further used for 
screening and improvement of strains, safety assessments and process improvements.  

 
9.4. Host pathogen interaction 

Pangenomics can be used to elucidate the genes associated with the pathogenesis. It compares the genes of pathogenic strain 
with the nearest neighbor non pathogenic strain. This genomic comparison provides the genes responsible for the pathogenesis,  
strain to strain variation and helps to understand its interaction with the host. The antagonistic relationship between the host and 
the pathogen is always evolving as both of them adapt to secure their survival. In open pangenome, a species acquire new genes 
that may alter the host pathogen interaction in novel ways.  It increases the gene repertoire involved in pathogenesis [88]. On 
performing pangenome analysis on 17 E. coli strains, the proportion of accessory gene was found to be very high (almost 83% of 

pangenome) which shows the adaptive evolution. In another study, on comparing the pathogenic strain of E. coli with the non 
pathogenic strains, it is revealed that the horizontal gene transfer is responsible for pathogenicity [89].  

 
9.5. Finding novel genes 

 
The homology between recently generated DNA sequences and those that are already available in the archives serves as the 

basis for pangenomic comparison. Orthologs are genes that develop as a result of speciation, whereas paralogs develop as a result 
of DNA duplication processes. The pangenome is categorized as core and accessory based on the orthologus relationship. The 
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orthology is identified using Bidirectional Best Hits (BBH) which is in accordance to the hypothesis that compared to any other 
sequences in the genome, orthologous genes are more similar to each other [90]. On pangenomic analysis using orthology 
concept, biosynthetic gene clusters were identified from Virgibacillus strains. These produce variety of metabolites having 
antimicrobial activities against multidrug-resistant bacteria, which is very useful for pharmaceutical industry [79]. Similarly, on 
pangenomic analysis of 524 E. coli strains, it was identified that almost 767 gene families (approximately 2.5% of E. coli 

pangenome) are remodeled genes that can be due to alternative reading frames of ORF’s that provides novel genes in E. coli [91].  
 

9.6.Taxonomic studies 
 
The conventional bacterial classification is based on the principle of discontinuous variation. With the advancement in 

technology, pangenomics can be helpful for taxonomic studies. As it can help in better visualization of gene content differences, 
and their adaptation in different habits and habitats, it can be used to classify species according to discontinuous genomic content. 
A difference in the ration of core/pangenome indicates significant variation between genomes. The same core/pangenome ratio is 
calculated for different Klebsiella species that helps in the re-classification of Klebsiella [92]. In another case, as in E. coli and 
Shigella species, there are many differences amongst them, but their mechanism of pathogenecity is same. Therefore, authors 
argued to keep both of them in same group as the difference between them is due to medical diagnosis. On pangenome analysis, 

both have been clustered in two groups, each containing a mix of E. coli and Shigella species [93].  
 

10. Bacterial Pangenome Status 
 

Bacteria are the most widely studied organisms in the field of biology and medicine. Scientists are much interested in 
understanding the evolutional repertoire. This will not only enhance their knowledge, but also help in the development of 
therapies for wide variety of bacterial infections. The improvement in sequencing technology leads to the advancement in the 
pangenome studies. The pangenome data is useful in various aspects of pathogen research, phylogenomics, functional genomics 
and GWAS (Genome-wide association studies).  

Pangenome data is available for variety of microorganisms [94-96]. A bacterium is having very small genome and the 
availability of hundreds of sequence strains helps to create draft genome assemblies. However, there is one fact that, besides 
sequencing data, pangenome is possible due to availability of algorithms and data structure. They help in consistently working 

with pangenomes and are constantly improving by transition to advanced and efficient system. One of the recent transitions is 
from using linear genome representation to graphical genome representation [97].  

From the first study of pangenome in 2005 on Streptococcus agalactiae isolates [5], several pangenome studies has been 
performed on bacteria that generates novel biological insights. In Table 2, a few studies of pangenomics on different bacterial 
species have been provided.  It has a large spectrum of applications in various fields of biology. As per analysis of Anani et al., in 
2020 [98], there is an increasing trend in publication in pangenomics. A large number of annual publications in Pubmed with 
‘Bacteria’, ‘pangenome’, ‘pan genome’ and ‘pan-genome’ as keywords have been evaluated and a sharp increase in publications 
is found as shown in Figure 3.  

 

 
Figure 3. Annual number of publications available with ‘Bacteria’, ‘pangenome’, ‘pan genome’ and ‘pan-genome’ 

as keywords in Pubmed (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/). 
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Table 2. Few examples of bacterial pangenomic studies. 

 

11. Challenges 
 
One of the computational challenges in pangenome analysis is the data storage and presentation. It possesses all of the 

characteristics of "Big Data," including volume, diversity, velocity, and veracity. The enormous amount of generated data can be 
handled with the introduction of more databases for pangenome and use of cloud storage.  Another problem is with the 
heterogeneous and complex data of pangenome, which leads to big challenge for software and algorithm development. In 
addition to heterogeneous data, there are widely accepted standards for file formats, because of which developing an algorithm 
and software for vast variety of file formats is also a challenge for computational scientist. There is also a requirement of 
distributed and parallel processing of the data so that data can be analyzed and processed in cheap, flexible, reliable and secure 
manner [112].  

The lack of comprehensive and well-annotated genome sequences presents another difficulty for researchers working on 

pangenome investigations. Scientists sometimes face difficulties aligning fragmented genomes because the entire genome of a 
species may not always be available. In order to ensure that genomes are produced with good quality, new technologies must be 
devised that can facilitate the assembly of long reads. 

 

12. Conclusion 
 

The challenge of analyzing rapidly increasing number of genome can be solved by pangenome studies. In pangenome 
studies, genome is classified into core, accessory and unique genes. Bacterial pangenome studies reveal the concept of evolution 
that can be further implemented on higher organisms. Many databases and tools are available for pangenome analysis, but they 
are not sufficient for such vast data, due to algorithm limitation and file format differences. There are many challenges in the 
pangenome studies that need to be sorted out in the near future.  For the rapid extension of computational pangenomics, different 

Year Bacteria Findings Reference 

2005 Streptococcus agalactiae All isolates share a core genome that 
makes up about 80% of bacteria. 

[5] 

2012 Mycobacterium abscessus 481,453 bp of accessory regions with a GC 

content of 61% and 4,857,651 bp of core 
regions with a GC content of 61% 

[99] 

2013 Bifidobacterium animalis Closed pangenome structure of B.animalis [100] 

2014 Streptococcus mutans Genetically heterogeneous group of strains 
of S. mutans and development of 
Microbial Genome Comparison (MGC) 
tool. 

[101] 

2015 Lactobacillus reuteri A total pangenome of 5225 gene clusters 
including 851 genes in the core genome 

[102 

2016 Staphylococcus epidermidis Contains multiple examples of chimeric 
mobile genetic elements. 

[103] 

2017 Helicobacter pylori lineage-specific genes of H. pylori has 
been reported 

[104] 

2018 Vibrio diabolicus 1,109 conserved coding sequences 
between V. diabolicus and other synonym 
species 

[105] 

2019  Acinetobacter seifertii Association of Antimicrobial Resistance 
and Metal Tolerance genes 

[106] 

2020 Salmonella infantis Highest diversity suggesting a faster 
evolution 

[107] 

2021 Enterococcus faecalis High degree of genomic fluidity and strain 
EF-2001lacked multiple drug-resistance, 
virulence and pathogenesis genes 

[108] 

2022 Clostridioides difficile High genetic diversity and open 
pangenome in C. difficile and 1,481 core 
genes  

[109] 

2023 Escherichia coli 4.7 hotspots occupied by defense system-
containing mobile elements 

[110] 

2024 Acinetobacter baumannii High genomic flexibility and a propensity 
for horizontal genetic transfer can transfer 
mobile genetic components among 
themselves 

[111] 
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computation methods and paradigms are required. In near future, pangenomics will be a new branch for research in 
computational biology.  
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